The power of
individualized interaction

ONLY

38%

67%

of marketers believe
they are optimized
to deliver real-time
offers and campaigns
across all touchpoints.1

of customers trust
their primary bank
compared to other
bank competitors.5

MORE THAN

68%

83%

of millennials
bank on desktop
or mobile most
frequently.6

say they completely
or somewhat trust the
recommendations of
friends and family.4

$

62%

of retail banking executives
indicate their organizations
are able to deliver
an excellent customer
experience,
BUT ONLY

1

The number of small,
personal touches that
can have a major
impact on a customer’s
perception of your brand.3

35%

of their retail
customers agree.2

IBM® Predictive Customer Intelligence and IBM Interact solutions
help you provide that one personal touch by:
• Developing behavioral profiles from internal and external sources
• Using predictive analytics to determine the right offer for the right customer at the
right time, whether they are interacting on the web, on the phone or with an app
• Addressing each customer’s need consistently and with relevant, personalized
content across all engagement channels

Here’s how Predictive Customer Intelligence
and Interact work together:
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As a bank credit card customer, Matt’s card usage has
been declining over the past two months. On the surface,
Matt appears to be a happy customer, conducting his
online transactions as usual—but behind the scenes, he
has been increasingly using his new airline affinity credit
card to gain travel points.
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The bank is running IBM Predictive Customer Intelligence,
which has the ability to look across all transactions
to detect opportunities and anomalies, and define
optimal ways to respond. It finds and flags a growing
“negative” behavior pattern from Matt’s credit card
transaction behavior. This change could signal a
deteriorating relationship with the bank.
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IBM Interact is actively listening to the bank’s customerfacing channels for inbound interactions. Because it easily
integrates with Predictive Customer Intelligence, Interact
can trigger an instant refresh of the recommendation
models and respond in real time with an appropriate
cross-sell offer or message when a customer engages.
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Detecting that Matt is browsing the “How to transfer
your balance” page, Interact asks Predictive Customer
Intelligence: What does the bank need to say to Matt
right now in order to satisfy Matt, keep his business
and grow wallet share?
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The Predictive Customer Intelligence response to Interact
is based on its prediction of Matt’s propensity to attrite
and his potential lifetime value, coupled with insight into
Matt’s actions on the website. It defines some offers
appropriate for Matt’s situation and indicates the response
propensity scores.

Interact prioritizes a retention offer that invites Matt to take
advantage of a one-year free upgrade to a credit card
where he can collect airline mileage benefits. It delivers the
offer through Matt’s browser, while he is still looking at the
balance transfer page.

Interact also triggers an alert to Matt’s branch manager,
recommending a follow-up phone call if Matt doesn’t
accept the offer within two days.

The upgrade catches Matt’s attention and he clicks
through to accept it. Within a week after receiving the
new card, his transaction levels are back to their original
levels—and increasing.
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Want to hear from a real-world customer?

Watch this video and learn how Bank of Montreal is enriching its customer experience:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbUZBouuO8s
Learn more about IBM Predictive Customer Intelligence and Interact solutions:
ibm.com/us-en/marketplace/predictive-customer-analytics
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